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Abstract
Dispersion and flow of air in passenger compartments of vehicles are important to assure a
comfortable environment for passengers, driver concentration and safe driving conditions. The article
describes numerical adiabatic flow simulations for the „mute“, an electric car. Air streams in its
passenger compartment were simulated; air velocities were compared while using different turbulence
models. The turbulence models were selected upon being screened for best-suiting characteristics. The
eddy-viscosity standard, RNG k-ε and SST k-ω models were used. Near-wall approaches (standard
wall functions, scalable wall functions and enhanced wall treatment) were checked against a test case
from “European Research Community on Flow, Turbulence and Combustion" to determine the best
choice for „mute“ passenger compartment air velocity simulations.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Air conditioning is one of the important themes when developing new cars. During the ride a
comfortable environment has to be provided for all passengers along with a good view
through the windows for the driver. The development of the air conditioner depends on the
conditions required in the cabin and on outside influences. The most important parameters of
thermal comfort in the passenger compartment are temperature and moisture distribution.
Their distribution is influenced by the air flow in the cabin. The air velocities should not be
too high, especially when cool air is supplied: too cool or too hot local zones can lead to local
discomfort. To avoid this unpleasantness, air velocity can be measured, with different
techniques, but measurements raises the cost of the final product. More efficient and cheaper
results are obtainable with numerical simulations. There is a wide range of air simulation
models available nowadays. They differ from each other in theory and are suitable for
different cases. Numerical analysis of the air flows in the car cabin is the basis for 3D
calculation of thermal conditions in the passenger compartment. With determination of
thermal conditions, it is possible to calculate the comfort for the whole bodies of the
passengers, which is described by two concepts. One is PMV (Predicted Mean Vote) and the
other is PPD (Predicted Percentage Dissatisfied) [1]. Comfort prediction in insulated room for
two different heating and cooling systems was made by Dovjak et al. [2].
The thermal conditions in the passenger compartment can be approximately calculated
using 1D zone models. These take into account the transfer of heat and mass but treat the car
cabin as one point which is influenced from the environment. More sophisticated models
divide the cabin into more compartments, which influence each other. These models give
more accurate results about the comfort and conditions in the car. The best results can be
acquired with 3D simulations, which provide realistic thermal conditions in the passenger
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compartment. The observed conditions are the temperature field, distribution of humidity and
air velocity. To save on the energy needed to keep the inside environment as comfortable as
possible, 3D simulations should be used to determine the realistic conditions. The
precondition for a through simulation of thermal conditions in a passenger compartment, like
the one made by Mezrhab and Bouzidi [3], is the determination of air velocity with numerical
turbulence flow models.
Studies have been made to determine which turbulent models are suitable for specific
cases [4]. A study of air flow in rooms with capability of predicting natural convection, forced
convection and mixed convection for two-equation RANS k-ε models was made by Chen [5].
The best results were delivered by RNG k-ε model, followed by standard k-ε model. Similar
research of air flow in two ideal rooms was made by Holmes et al. [6] in which several oneand two-equation RANS models were compared. Kuznik et al. [7] compared four two
equations turbulence models to predict isothermal, cold and hot jet flow. Compared models
were: k-ε realizable model, k-ε RNG model, k-ω model and SST k-ω model. All were capable
of accurate prediction of occupied zone temperature and velocity, except in cold jet case. In
passenger compartment 3D heat simulation made by Huang [8], good results were obtained
for Hot Soak and Cool Down analysis using RNG k- ε model combined with standard wall
functions. Zhang et al. [9] made a validation of the RNG k-ε model air distribution in three
different environments: an individual office, a cubicle office and a quarter of a classroom. The
simulated data agreed well with the measurements. A study of 3D temperature distributions
and flow field in a passenger compartment with and without passengers was made in 2008
[10]. With the application of standard k-ε turbulence model, satisfactory agreement between
predicted and measured transient and steady temperatures was obtained.

2. TURBULENCE MODELS
In order to obtain correct calculations the right choice of the turbulence model is essential.
There are a lot of different models for simulating air flow in enclosed environments and it is
chiefly their calculating approaches that make them differ from each other. The crudest
approach is the DNS, as it does not use any approximations but computes flow only by
solving Navier-Stokes equations on all length scales. It solves the behaviour of eddies from
the smallest dissipative scales to the integral scales at which eddies contain most of the kinetic
energy and require a really fine mesh for calculations. Another disadvantage of the DNS is
that the need for very short time steps entails a high number of mesh cells and consequently
very long calculation times.
The LES approach is based upon Kolmogorov’s theory of self-similarity [11] that suggests
that large eddies depend on geometry while the ones on smaller scales are universal. LES
separates eddies into small and large ones and calculates both length scales differently. The
behaviour of large eddies is simulated directly while small eddies calculations use turbulent
transport approximation.
The RANS approach requires less computational power than either the LES or the DNS
and is therefore the one mostly used on personal computers today. It calculates statistically
averaged Navier-Stokes equations to simulate flow with different turbulence models, which
can quickly predict air distribution on the basis of mean air parameters.
The choice of the turbulence model mostly depends on the required accuracy of the results
and on the affordable computational time. Appointed RANS simulation models were used
because of limited computational resources and remarks stated below. They should provide
accurate results with reasonable time duration of simulations. The models used were the
standard k-ε model, RNG k-ε model and SST k-ω model.
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The remarks stated below were made in a study evaluating different turbulence models in
enclosed environments [12].
 The standard k-ε model provides good results for global flow and temperature effects but
has inadequacies in predicting high buoyancy effects or large temperature gradients. It
does not require many of computational resources.
 The RNG k-ε model provides slightly better results in enclosed environments than the
standard k-ε model and does not need much more computing time.
 The SST k-ω model was found to have a better overall performance than the standard and
RNG k-ε models but needs a thorough evaluation before stating that it really provides
accurate results.
2.1 Standard k-ε model
The standard k-ε model was developed by Launder and Spalding [13] and is today one of the
most used models in simulating flows and heat transfer because of its reasonable accuracy for
a wide range of turbulent flows. Many of simulations have been made and the standard k-ε
model has been found to be very good in a wide range of situations. In a study with two ideal
rooms [6] in which several one- and two-equation models were compared, the standard k–ε
model provided good results, but its weakness is the presumption that the effect of molecular
viscosity is negligible – and to satisfy this criterion the flow must be fully turbulent.
2.2 RNG k-ε model
The re-normalization group (RNG) k-ε model includes a few refinements on the standard
model and is therefore reliable for a wider range of flows. It is derived from Navier-Stokes
equations using renormalization group methods. The model is thus capable of producing a
more accurate prediction of flow in low Reynolds areas. The RNG turbulence model also
provided good results when used for simulating indoor flows.
2.3 SST k-ω model
The k-ω models are the most recent among two-equation eddy-viscosity turbulence models.
The symbol ω represents the ratio of ε over k. There are two k-ω models available. The shear
stress transport (SST) model was developed by Menter [14] and uses k-ω equations near wall
boundaries and a transformed k- ε model far from walls, transitions being controlled by
blending functions.

3. NEAR WALL TREATMENT DETERMINATION SIMULATION
This chapter presents the numerical simulations that were carried out with the goal to determine
best near-wall treatment approaches and eventually get the best results of air flow simulation in
the „MUTE“ cabin. Our comparisons comprehended the enhanced wall treatment, standard wall
functions and scalable wall functions on hexaeder meshes. The simulation results were
compared with the experimental results found on the internet site of the European Research
Community on Flow, Turbulence and Combustion, also known as ERCOFTAC: the simulated
case has the title “Backward-Facing Step with Inclined Opposite Wall” [15]. The scheme of
the experiment is depicted in Fig. 1 and parameters described in Table I. The software used
for the simulations was developed by ANSYS, Inc. The meshing was performed in ANSYS
ICEM CFD and the fluid simulations, in ANSYS Fluent. For all simulations in this paper,
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pressure-based solver was used and for coupling between pressure and velocity SIMPLE
scheme was used.

Figure 1: Scheme of the backward-facing step case [15].
Table I: Tunnel geometry and inlet conditions [15].

The inlet area was 1 m long, 15.1 cm wide and 10.1 cm high. The outlet was a step-height
higher. The width of the tunnel was big enough to make it possible to neglect the influences of
the side walls on the flow in the middle of the tunnel and to use two dimensional geometry.
The ratio of the tunnel width to step height was 12. The inlet speed was 44.2 m/s. The nearwall treatment approaches compared were enhanced wall treatment, standard wall functions
and scalable wall functions. The goal was to figure out whether they provide the same results
for the same mesh. Velocity results in the x direction were compared at two vertical lines (y
direction). The first one was 5.08 cm upstream of the step and the second one was 2.54 cm
downstream of the step. Their positions are shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2: Compared velocity positions.
The simulation results were treated with Matlab software and compared with the
experimental results, carried out by Driver and Seegmiller [15]. They are shown in Figs. 3a,
3b and 3c.
In the simulations, the standard k-ε turbulence model in combination with standard wall
functions was used. Momentum was discretized with second order upwind scheme and first
order upwind scheme was applied for discretization of turbulent kinetic energy and turbulence
dissipation rate equations.
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Figure 3: a) x direction velocity in front of the step, b) after the step, c) in near-wall region
after the step; for various near-wall treatments.
It is evident that in front of the step all of the examined near-wall region treatment
approaches provided the same results of velocity in x direction. In front of the step the
turbulence in the near-wall region is not as intensive as after the step. The results gained for
air velocity are a bit lower (about 5 %) than the experimental ones, but this can be ascribed to
the usage of 2D instead of 3D mesh. It is in the near-wall region after the step that the
difference in the simulation results is shown. Closest to the experimental results were the data
yielded by the standard wall functions; then those by the scalable wall functions; and the least
reliable were those from the enhanced wall treatment. What little difference there was
between the results of the two wall functions approaches can be treated as a calculation error.
From these results it is not possible to conclude which of them provides better results. The
theory that runs in the ANSYS software [16] proposes using scalable wall functions if y*
reaches values under 11: they should avoid the deterioration of standard wall functions. From
here on, scalable wall functions were used for all calculations.

4. SIMULATION OF AIR FLOW IN THE „MUTE“ PASSENGER
COMPARTMENT
This article is a result of a project whose goal was to simulate air flow in the passenger
compartment of the electric vehicle „mute“, developed at the Technical University of Munich,
Germany.
Air enters the cabin through seven vents. There are three just under the windshield
window, two on the sides of the dashboard, and two in the passengers’ footwell. The three
vents under the front window are identical. One is placed in the middle of the dashboard (b),
the other two symmetrically on the left and right sides (a and c). They blow air-conditioned
air towards the front window and are responsible for defogging the windshield as side vents
are for front side windows. They are depicted in Fig. 4.

Figure 4: Inlets on the dashboard.
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Two different meshes, with and without passengers, were produced for simulations. They
were unstructured with different densities of node. Fig. 5 presents the mesh with the
passengers and seats. The global size of the elements was 40 mm; the densities, presented
with black lines, show regions where the elements measured 5 mm. Only the front, largest,
density region included elements with a size of 4 mm maximum. The total number of cells
was about 1.5 million.

Figure 5: Unstructured „mute“ mesh with passengers.

Figure 6: Unstructured „mute“ mesh without passengers.
Fig. 6 depicts the geometry with no passengers and seats. The same parameters and
densities as for the mesh in Fig. 5 were used. The only difference is in the density for the foot
inlets. The no-passenger geometry does not include the foot inlets and it does not need special
mesh densities in their regions. The total number of cells was about 1.3 million.
Two simulations were made, each with a different turbulence model: the first with the
RNG k-ε model, and the second, with the SST k-ω model. The near-wall treatment approach,
employed with the k-ε model, was scalable wall functions because they should provide the
best results independently of the y* number. We applied the differential viscosity model,
which should result in a better handling of low- Reynolds-number and near-wall flows.
The SST k-ω model does not need any special near-wall treatment approaches. It has an
option for low Reynolds correction that is suitable for the simulated case. This correction,
which calculates turbulence viscosity depending on the Reynolds numbers and adapts it in the
low Reynolds regions, was applied in the simulations.
In all simulations second order upwind scheme was used for discretizing the momentum,
turbulence kinetic energy and turbulence dissipation rate equations if not other stated.
Velocity magnitudes were compared on the plane in the middle of the geometry at y = 0
(plane 1) and along the line placed under the front window at y = 0 (line 1). The lines and
planes for both geometries are shown in Fig. 7.
4.1 Geometry without seats and passengers
Figs. 8 and 9 depict the distribution of the velocities in the middle of the cabin, predicted by
RNG k-ε model. It can be seen that the velocities are higher in the head region and towards
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the outlets. In Fig. 9 we can see a region of higher velocities, which lies after the windshield
towards the trunk. These velocities can be annotated with side vents. They blow air which
changes its direction because of the geometry and heads towards the center of the cabin.

Figure 7: „Mute“ geometry without seats and passengers.
[m/s]

Figure 8: Velocities on plane 1 using RNG k-ε model and „mute“ geometry without
passengers.
[m/s]

Figure 9: Velocities on plane 1 (front part) using RNG k-ε model and „mute“ geometry
without passengers.
The velocities calculated in the middle plane with the SST k-ω turbulence model are
shown in Fig. 10. Their distribution is distinct from that manifested by the k-ε model,
particularly in the trunk section. The SST k-ω model proposes higher velocities.
If we compare Figs. 11 and 9, we can see that both models produce almost the same
results in the region of higher Reynolds numbers. The graph, presented in the Fig. 12, shows
velocities along line 1 for the SST k-ω and RNG k-ε models. The velocities of the front part of
the car cabin have almost the same distribution for both turbulence models. They show the
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peak velocity (about 1.5 m/s) above the defrosting vents. On both sides the velocity
magnitude declines sharply. There is another peak where x reaches 0.05 m. It originates from
the eddy which is produced on the front side of the vents.
[m/s]

Figure 10: Velocities on the plane 1 using SST k-ω model and „mute“ geometry without
passengers.
[m/s]

Figure 11: Velocities on the plane 1 (front part) using SST k-ω model and „mute“ geometry
without passengers.

Figure 12: Air velocity along line 1 using SST k-ω model and RNG k-ε model on „mute“
geometry without passengers.
Both air velocity distributions (from RNG k-ε and SST k-ω models) seem to be plausible.
The biggest difference can be seen in the air velocity distribution in the front part of the trunk,
where the SST k-ω model proposed up to four times higher velocities than the RNG k-ε
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turbulence model. Along the line 1 cm away from the windshield the SST k-ω model
suggested a significant (about 50 %) fall of velocity in the 0.2-0.25 m span inwards from the
front part of the front window. The RNG k-ε model, on the other hand, calculated a constant
velocity in that region. The results acquired with the RNG k-ε model are more plausible.
4.2 Geometry with seats and passengers
The RNG k-ε simulation did not converge even if the first-order discretization schemes were
used. The calculation was considered converged when the residual was 10-3, but in this
simulation the residuals for the velocities in the x, y and z directions remained above the
boundary value. Because of this the acquired results are not presented.
The SST k-ω turbulence model simulation did -unlike its RNG k-ε counterpart - converge.
The subsequent results were acquired using the first-order discretization schemes because no
convergence ensued from using the second-order. Figs. 13 and 14 present velocities in the
middle plane. The velocity magnitude in the lower part of the plane is higher in Fig. 13 than
in Fig. 10. The difference is due to the foot inlets.
[m/s]

Figure 13: Air velocities on plane 1 using SST k-ω model and „mute“ geometry with
passengers.
[m/s]

Figure 14: Air velocities on plane 1 (front part) using SST k-ω model and „mute“ geometry
with passengers.
Air velocities in the front part of the cabin (Fig. 14) are almost identical with those,
presented in Fig. 11. The difference can be seen on the chart shown in Fig. 15. Chart, shown
in Fig. 15, depicts velocity along line 1. It is very similar to the geometry without-passengers
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graph of the SST k-ω model simulation. This result was to be expected, in view of the
turbulence model being the same and the geometries almost identical. The difference can be
seen in the region 0.15 < x < 0.25.

Figure 15: Air velocities along line 1 using SST k-ω model and „mute“ geometry with
passengers.

5. CONCLUSION
For best driving comfort there are many conditions that should be taken into account. On one
side are dynamics of driving shown as acceleration, velocity and displacement of the body.
Lajqi and Pehan presented optimization procedure for terrain vehicle [17]. And on the other
side is thermal comfort.
The paper presents plausible results for passenger compartment adiabatic air stream
simulations. Its proposed combination of turbulence model and near-wall treatment can be
used for simulations of thermal comfort and determination of comfort of driver and
passengers.
The first part of the paper, where simulation on pipe was made, justifies the use of wall
functions in comparison with enhanced wall treatment approach. After comparing results of
our simulations and experiments, performed by insert, it can be seen that wall functions
produce more reliable results and are therefore used in the following simulations. As proposed
by Fluent theory guide [16], scalable wall functions should be used in cases where the mesh is
very fine near the wall.
Simulations of air-flow in the „mute“ were performed using a mesh with and without the
passengers (i.e., the driver and one passenger). For the geometry without the passengers both
turbulence models, RNG k-ε and SST k-ω, provided resembling results. Air velocity
distributions seem to be possible. The biggest difference can be seen in the air velocity
distribution in the front part of the trunk, where the SST k-ω model proposed about four time
higher velocities than the RNG k-ε turbulence model. Along the line 1 cm away from the
windshield the SST k-ω model suggested a significant (about 50 %) fall of velocity in the 0.20.25 m span inwards from the front part of the front window. The RNG k-ε model, on the
other hand, calculated a constant velocity in that region. The results acquired with the RNG kε model are more plausible.
In the simulations using geometry with the passengers, the RNG k-ε model had difficulties
with the numerical error. The velocity residuals did not converge to the desired values. The
SST k-ω turbulence model, on the other hand, provided plausible results. If we compare them
with the results acquired by using geometry without the passengers, we notice about twice
higher velocity values in the seat region and twice lower velocity values in the trunk. The
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former difference originates from the air inlets in the foot region. The latter, from the presence
of the driver and the passenger: these two present an obstacle to the air. Velocity magnitude
along the line under the windshield falls more continuously than when using geometry
without the passengers.
This article presents beginning of the three dimensional thermal comfort model. Air
velocity distributions, acquired with simulations should represent actual conditions in the
passenger compartment and they present basis for further calculations of temperature and
moisture distributions. First, simulations should be validated with one measuring method or
combination of them. Probably would be the most suitable method PIV (Particle Image
Velocity) because it would be possible to set it this way that it would have no influence on the
flow in the cabin. In the case of too big differences in simulated and measured velocities,
should be used some other turbulence models, which are suitable for low-Reynolds number
flows. It would be possible to use turbulence models, which demand more computing power,
if appropriate computers would be available. Also temperature and moisture distribution in
the cabin should be simulated and validated. From the acquired data it would be possible to
calculate thermal comfort in the passenger compartment. This is the basis for adaptations of
air conditioning in the car to assure best thermal conditions for the passengers.
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